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Abstract 74 

 75 

High-aspect-ratio nanoclay-reinforced biomaterials has sparked a new avenue in advanced 76 

healthcare materials that could potentially transmute the treatment of musculoskeletal defects. 77 

Native tissues display many important chemical, mechanical, biological, and physical 78 

properties that engineered biomaterials need to mimic for optimal tissue integration and 79 

regeneration. However, it is time-consuming and difficult to such combinatorial properties on 80 

materials via feasible and non-toxic procedures. Fortunately, a number of nanomaterials such 81 

as graphene, carbon nanotubes, Mxenes, and nanoclays already display a plethora of material 82 

properties that can be transferred to biomaterials through a simple incorporation procedure. In 83 

this direction, the members of the nanoclay family are easy to functionalize chemically, 84 

significantly reinforces the mechanical performance, and can provide bioactive properties by 85 

ionic dissolution products to up-regulate cartilage and bone tissue formation.  For this reason, 86 

nanoclays can potentially be a key component for future orthopedic biomaterials. In this review, 87 

we specifically focus on those in vivo studies that include nanoclays and point out the main 88 

points that make these components suitable for musculoskeletal tissue engineering.  89 

 90 

Keywords: Nanomaterials, Hydrogels, Tissue Engineering, Nanosilicate, Nanoclay, Halloysite 91 

nanotubes 92 

 93 
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1. INTRODUCTION  103 

Due to the increasing life expectancy, debilitating diseases relating to musculoskeletal 104 

tissues are on the rise. Indeed, a one-third part of the world’s inhabitants live with chronic pain 105 

related to some sort of musculoskeletal ailments.[1] Bone fractures, osteoarthritis, tendonitis, 106 

and rheumatoid arthritis are some of the most incapacitating musculoskeletal-illnesses, 107 

affecting the physical and psychological well-being of the patient, something ultimately leading 108 

to reduced work efficiency and isolation from social activities. It is clear that maintaining good 109 

musculoskeletal health is crucial for the welfare of communities worldwide since it provides 110 

not only a high life quality but also economic independence of individuals.[1] 111 

Despite the importance of the musculoskeletal system in the human body, scientists and 112 

engineers alike are still not able to remedy some of the pathologies found in the human body.[2] 113 

The lack-of-methodology in this regard has generate a quest for therapies that can address the 114 

current gap, especially tissue engineering is considered pivotal for preparing the health care 115 

systems against the impending surge in musculoskeletal diseases.[2,3]  116 

In spite of the healing capacity of native bone, it still fails to address traumatic injuries, age-117 

related loss of bone density, and large defects;[3,4] therefore, these conditioned bone disorders 118 

require additional treatments to fully regenerate. The “Gold-standard” approach for treating the 119 

above-mentioned cases is autologous bone grafting, but also allografts and xenografts are 120 

usually employed here. However, these mentioned strategies have several drawbacks: such as 121 

donor site morbidity, limitations in both size and shape, immunogenic factors and sometimes 122 

the need for revision surgeries, among many others.[4,5] In a similar vein, current treatments 123 

against cartilage disorders display a number of shortcomings as most treatments are palliative 124 

and thus focus on alleviating pain and not on regeneration.[2,6,7] Even though some treatments 125 

intended to regenerate cartilage, including bone marrow stimulation techniques, cartilage 126 

focused cell therapies and osteochondral grafting approaches widely accepted in the clinic,[8-10] 127 

they are still far from being sufficient because of the generation of fibrocartilage tissue, donor 128 

site morbidity and infection risk, and importantly limited mid- to long- term functionality 129 

(especially for young and active patients).[6,7] 130 

A promising strategy for countering the shortcomings of aforesaid treatments are the 131 

manufacture of three-dimensional (3D) polymeric scaffolds or softer hydrogel-based ones, for 132 

temporarily replacing tissue functionalities until the old tissue has been fully replaced.[4,11-13] 133 

Nevertheless, tissues within the musculoskeletal system do not share the same properties: bone 134 
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is stiff and tough, whereas cartilage and tendons are softer and more flexible.[14] For this reason, 135 

engineered tissues must take into account each tissue’s specific physiology and composition to 136 

create a suitable cell-laden milieu that supports native-like tissue regeneration. Although much 137 

progression has been done in this regard, research along these avenues have historically been 138 

haunted by bottlenecks that hitherto has compromised the development of multifunctional 139 

scaffolds capable of fully integrating with the complex biology of musculoskeletal tissues.[15-140 
17] Among the most promising avenues in this direction are 3D hydrogels or scaffolds reinforced 141 

with multifunctional nanomaterials, including mineral-based (ceramic and clay nanoparticles) 142 

and conductive ones (graphene and carbon nanotubes). Indeed, they have provided biomedical 143 

engineers with better regenerative tools for filling the current biomaterial gap in the field.[16] 144 

This synergy between tissue engineering and nanotechnology is currently changing the face of 145 

biomedical engineering by facilitating more native-like biomaterial scaffolds for organ and 146 

tissue regeneration. They do this by turning otherwise monofunctional materials into 147 

multifunctional ones via simple methodologies devoid of complicated and toxic 148 

chemistries.[16,18,19] 149 

Nanotechnology is capable of mimicking the delicate structure of native tissues given that 150 

nanosize features can be found in natural bone - examples include calcium phosphate 151 

nanoparticles, the 1 nm thick triple helix collagen fibrils embedded with hydroxyapatite nano-152 

crystals.[15,16,19,20] Moreover, nanomaterials have distinctive properties in comparison to their 153 

bigger equivalents. Thanks to their huge specific surface area, they have shown unique 154 

chemical, physical, optical, mechanical, and biological features.[21] For this reason, 155 

nanomaterials have been used for drug delivery, stem cell modulation and in tissue 156 

regeneration, owing to their remarkable combinatorial properties[16,22] – in this direction they 157 

have been used alone or as fillers in otherwise conventional monofunctional biomaterial 158 

scaffolds. 159 

Among the vast array of different nanomaterials, high-aspect-ratio nanomaterials have 160 

sparked a special interest in biomedicine because of their shape and size, specific surface area, 161 

and interesting physical and chemical properties compared to those of 3D materials. 162 

Specifically, within the high-aspect-ratio nanomaterial portfolio, synthetic silica clays could 163 

potentially play an important role in orthopedics. Silicate, a naturally occurring mineral in 164 

mammalian bone tissue, controls collagen synthesis, mineralization of bone matrix, and some 165 

osteogenic processes, and is for these reasons a vital component for maintaining skeletal health. 166 

Apart from that, nanoclays contain other bone-related minerals such as sodium, aluminum, zinc, 167 
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and magnesium, making them suitable for musculoskeletal tissue engineering.[16] In addition, 168 

clay nanomaterials enable interactions with a number of important polymers frequently used in 169 

tissue engineering like, Polycaprolactone (PCL), Poly(l-lactic acid) (PLLA), chitosan, or 170 

alginate - connections which in turn bring new exciting properties to biomaterials such as 171 

improved degradability and mechanical features to better emulate natural tissues.[23-25] The 172 

specific interaction mechanisms differ depending on, i.e., the nature of the polymer, negative 173 

ones enable electrostatic interactions with the positive rim of clays, while positives can link 174 

with the external negative surface of the nanoparticle.[24] Even though nanomaterials have been 175 

used for decades and their biomaterial inclusion makes them very appealing for both soft and 176 

hard musculoskeletal tissue healing applications,[23,24,26] a gap currently prevails in terms of 177 

their application in in vivo studies. This is something rather unfortunate, as they could 178 

potentially help us to better understand the performance and the regeneration capacity of 179 

nanoclays and deepen the bridgehead into the clinic even more. Therefore, this review 180 

specifically focuses on research based on the nanoclay-reinforced biomaterials that have been 181 

employed in in vivo studies. We have focused on montmorillonite, halloysite, and Laponite® 182 

RD, since they are the only ones that to date have been implemented in vivo. To this end, we 183 

have spotlighted how their mechanical and biological properties benefitted in vivo regeneration 184 

of different musculoskeletal tissues. 185 

 186 

2. NANOCLAYS 187 

In this section, we will briefly go through some of the important properties of nanoclays in 188 

tissue engineering with a special focus on montmorillonite, halloysite, and Laponite® RD. We 189 

will primarily focus on Laponite, since it is the most frequently used clay in tissue engineering 190 

due to its unique exfoliation, osteogenic activity and biologics retention capacity. 191 

 192 

2.1 Chemical Composition, Physical Structure, and Shape of various Clay 193 

Nanoplatelets (Laponite® RD, Montmorillonite, Halloysite) 194 

Clays are usually composed of layered fine-grained particles of phyllosilicate minerals, 195 

They display some plasticity in wet conditions, while their strength increases after drying or 196 

heating.[27,28] These phyllosilicate minerals are formed by silicate crystal structures with 197 

different physical dimensions and elemental compositions.[23] Usually, clays are distributed into 198 
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three different categories according to the specific arrangement of their tetrahedral (T) and 199 

octahedral (O) units. Notably, they can be distributed in subcategories characterized by the 200 

following arrangements i) Tetrahedral-Octahedral (TO) or ii) Tetrahedral-Octahedral-201 

Tetrahedral (TOT). In more detail, the different clay subcategories can be grouped in the 202 

following manner: (1) TO, (2) TOT-TOT-fully-stacked and, (3) TOT-TOT-partially-stacked. 203 

Among the three categories, the simplest block organization is the TO, a category commonly 204 

referred to the kaolin group in the field. This group contains the following clay types: (i) 205 

Kaolinite (with simple TO arrangement) and, (ii) Halloysite (TO-TO layered with water 206 

molecules inter-dispersed between each block). In the second category, the stacking can be 207 

organized in several arrangements distinguished by various interlayered component phases (e.g. 208 

ions and/or water molecules) between adjacent TOT’s. The clays in the second category are: 209 

(i.) Pyrophillite, (ii) Illite, (iii) Vermiculite, (iv) Chlorite and, (v) Smectite. With respect to 210 

Smectite clays, a further sub-categorization exists; namely: (A) dioctahedral (Montmorillonite 211 

& Bentonite) and, (B) trioctahedral (Hectorite & Laponite). The aforementioned TOT-TOT-212 

partially-stacked arrangement on the other hand gives rise to the clays, palygorskite and 213 

sepiolite.[29,30] The properties and composition of natural clays is heavily dependent on their 214 

geographic origin, making their features vastly inhomogeneous over the world; however, 215 

natural clays (for example, montmorillonite) can be recovered and purified to reasonable levels. 216 

Instead, synthetic clays are manufactured to maintain consistency in their characteristics. 217 

Laponite® RD nanoclay (Laponite is a trademark of the company BYK Additives Ltd.), is a 218 

trioctahedral smectite with an empirical formula of Na+
0.7[(Si8Mg5.5Li0.3)O20(OH)4]−0.7 and is 219 

composed of synthetic silicate layers made from inorganic salts. The nanoclay is physically 220 

characterized by disk-shaped morphology with a 1 nm thickness and a diameter of 25 nm 221 

(Figure 1A).[31] Nanoclay disks exhibit unique dual charge distribution, with a positive edge 222 

charge and negative charge on its surface. Nanoclays are utilized extensively in diverse areas 223 

to enhance the structure, property, and performance synergy of various systems. Specifically, 224 

the hydrophilic properties, dual charge, and large surface area of Laponite® RD have made them 225 

appealing to use in areas of additive manufacturing, regenerative medicine, and therapeutic 226 

delivery.[32] 227 

Montmorillonite is another type of smectite clay mineral with a 2:1 structural arrangement, 228 

in which a central octahedral sheet of alumina is situated between two tetrahedral sheets of 229 

silica. It has an empirical formula of Na0.2Ca0.1Al2Si4O10(OH)2(H2O)10 with length and breadth 230 

of the particles varying between 1.5 – 0.1 μm (Figure 1B).[33] Montmorillonite is widely utilized 231 
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as an additive for future applications in drug delivery systems such as for drug entrapment, 232 

sustained release, aiding molecular level interactions, and targeted delivery.[34,35] 233 

Halloysite, on the other hand, is an aluminosilicate clay mineral with an empirical formula 234 

of Al2Si2O5(OH)4.nH2O, which can exist in two states. The hydrated form has an interlayer 235 

spacing of 10 Å due to the presence of water molecules between the interlamellar spaces, 236 

whereas the anhydrous form has an interlayer spacing of ∼7 Å. Halloysite occurs naturally as 237 

nanotubes with a thickness of about 18 - 22 nm and length of 0.5 - 10 μm (Figure 1C). The 238 

inner surface of the nanotubes is mostly composed of Al2O3 and the outer surface of SiO2, both 239 

surfaces being oppositely charged.[36] Halloysite nanotubes (HNTs) for instance have been 240 

investigated for gene- and drug delivery, tissue engineering, bio-imaging, and in many other 241 

innovative healthcare technologies.[37] 242 

 243 

2.2 Exfoliation of Laponite® RD Nanoclay 244 

For various biological applications, Laponite® RD nanoclay is aqueously exfoliated to 245 

create self-assembled, stable hydrogels. The nanoclay disk particles undergo physical 246 

rearrangement during the process of exfoliation. During the exfoliation process, the nanoclay 247 

tactoids separate into individual platelets, which form a ‘house of cards’ structure resulting in 248 

gel formation at high nanoclay concentrations (>3 wt %) (Figure 1D).[38,39] As previously 249 

reported nanoclay tactoids are completely exfoliated in water within 4h at 1.5 wt %.[40] The 250 

structural and physical characteristics of a nanoclay can influence biological performance, 251 

including cytocompatibility, cellular internalization, retention, bioactivity and 252 

immunomodulatory properties. Laponite® RD, with its disk-shaped, high surface area 253 

morphology and dual charge characteristics promotes easy interactions with a variety of protein 254 

moieties. Notably, when mixed with serum containing cell-culture media Laponite® RD 255 

increases its hydrodynamic diameter from ~45 to ~90 nm,[41] indicating physical adsorption of 256 

serum protein via electrostatic interactions on the surface. The protein adsorption on the 257 

nanoclay surface dictates various nanoparticle-cellular interactions.[42] 258 

 259 

2.3 Laponite® RD Nanoclay for Sequestering and Delivery of Growth factors, 260 

Proteins and Therapeutics 261 
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The dual charge and its distribution of Laponite® RD also permits for secondary interactions 262 

with delivery molecules allowing them to be delivered efficiently (Figure 1E).[22,43,44] 263 

Specifically, bifunctional or cationic biomolecules can bind to nanoclay through ion-exchange, 264 

whereas the neutral biomolecules can bind through hydrogen bonding.[45] The intercalation of 265 

biomolecules within Laponite® RD layers is also heavily dependent on the solution pH-value 266 

with the optimal value depending on the properties and nature of the biomolecule of interest. 267 

Laponite® RD has also been heavily investigated for designing drug delivery systems due to 268 

functionalities such as high loading capacity, the enhanced aqueous solubility of drugs, 269 

preserved bioactivity, and sustained release. Numerous small biomolecules such as cancer 270 

therapeutics, steroids, and antibiotics including doxorubicin,[43] tetracycline,[46] 271 

dexamethasone[47] and itraconazole[48] have been immobilized on Laponite® RD and delivered 272 

efficaciously through sustained release. More importantly, these delivery systems are not stable 273 

in the body for long durations and are easily cleared by the body.[39] An alternate delivery 274 

approach utilizes nanoclay in conceiving drug-releasing hydrogels, such as nanoclay-alginate 275 

or pluronic composites. These hydrogels enable the delivery of both hydrophobic and 276 

hydrophilic therapeutic compounds. Additionally, Laponite® RD has been explored for 277 

sustained delivery of numerous growth factors. A range of proteins such as bone morphogenetic 278 

proteins 2 (BMP-2),[49] platelet‐derived growth factor (PDGF), vascular endothelial growth 279 

factor (VEGF),[50] stem cell secrotome, and Fibroblast growth factor (FGF)[51] have been 280 

sequestered for sustained delivery through nanoclay-based biomaterials. Most of the Laponite-281 

based protein delivery schemes utilize the gel-forming ability of the nanoclay disks due to its 282 

strong interparticle interaction, which is then employed to deliver these growth factors. 283 

 284 

2.4 Interaction of Nanoclay with Polymers 285 

The interaction of nanoclay with polymers is a complex process governed by polymer 286 

molecular weight, structure, type of pendent groups, hydrophilicity and solution temperature.[52] 287 

It is hypothesized that physical interactions such as hydrogen bonding and electrostatic 288 

interactions are crucial in the interplay between nanoclay and polymer. Shorter polymer chains 289 

possess lower molecular weight and hence, can be easily adsorbed onto the nanoclay surface. 290 

With the increased polymer molecular weight, polymer chains become longer and bridge 291 

nanoclay particles leading to physically cross-linked network. The physical adsorption of 292 

polymer chains around nanoclay disks without the formation of covalent bonds is crucial for 293 
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the formation of shear-thinning polymer solutions.[53,54] This unique capacity of nanoclays to 294 

alter the rheological properties of different polymers has been extensively explored for the 295 

formation of shear-thinning hydrogels, which have been avidly utilized for various biomedical 296 

applications (Figure 1F).[55,56] Furthermore, the addition of nanoclay to polymeric systems aids 297 

in modulating their swelling, stiffness, degradation, physical and chemical 298 

functionalities.[23,26,57] The nanoclay within the polymeric solution may generate an internal 299 

structure, which permits not only shear-thinning behavior but also a rapid recovery without 300 

compromising the overall molecular structure of the composite. This promotes the use of 301 

nanoclay-based hydrogel systems for the applications of 3D bioprinting due to their rapid 302 

mechanical recovery after extrusion.[58] Overall, this nanoclay exhibits a myriad properties of 303 

use in the design of a wide range scaffolds including hydrogels, hard polymeric scaffolds and 304 

electrospun polymer mats. These scaffolds in addition to the nanoclays on their own can be 305 

employed to direct cell functions for various tissue engineering and biomedical applications. In 306 

the following section we will focus on how they improve the in vivo efficacy of biomaterial-307 

based strategies against degenerative musculoskeletal diseases. 308 

 309 

3. IN VIVO STUDIES  310 

Herein, we are going to map out the current in vivo landscape in the field, focusing on 311 

Laponite® RD, Montmorillonite and Halloysite as mentioned in the introduction section. The 312 

central point will be bone, since most literature revolves around this tissue, but we have also 313 

dedicated a section for nanoclay-reinforced biomaterials for others musculoskeletal (cartilage, 314 

skeletal muscle, and tendon/ligament) tissue engineering. A large number of in vivo studies can 315 

be found in the following subsections 3.1 and 3.2. Furthermore, to give a general idea of the 316 

subject, Table 1 presents an overview of the current state-of-the-art in terms of in vivo research 317 

applied for nanoclay reinforced biomaterials with special focus on musculoskeletal tissue 318 

engineering. The representative studies reviewed in this work have been classified according to 319 

the target tissue and the nanoclays used. Moreover, the composition of the  system in question, 320 

animal model type, administration areas and time-period for the studies, and the main findings 321 

related to these have been highlighted here.   322 

 323 

3.1 BONE  324 
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Bone is a dynamic and intricate tissue made from hierarchically organized sheets of 325 

mineralized collagen and consists of a compact outer layer and a cancellous interior. The macro 326 

and microarchitecture facilitates many of bone’s properties such as stiffness and toughness, etc. 327 

enabling the bone to support the load and thus providing stability to the body. Overall, the bone 328 

healing process is extremely challenging to resemble,[15] but clay nanoparticles can play an 329 

important role to bridge the gap and improve the healing ability of bone. These special 330 

nanoparticles can be used by themselves (alone and loaded with biomolecules), or as reinforcing 331 

agents within wet hydrogels or dry scaffolds. 332 

 333 

3.1.1 NANOCLAYS ALONE  334 

The use of nanoclays alone to mend bone lesions provide a valuable opportunity in the field. 335 

Indeed, these special nanodisks have been shown to be capable of interacting with biomolecules 336 

and cells.[23,26] In this regard, their ability for protein adsorption and the release of 337 

osteoinductive ions like magnesium and lithium gives them ideal properties to regenerate 338 

mineralized bone tissue.[21] Moreover, it has been shown that Montmorillonite specifically not 339 

only enhances cell proliferation and differentiation, but it is responsible for the suppression of 340 

osteoclast formation in vivo.[59] Aside from that, other studies in the literature have revealed the 341 

usefulness of nanoclays to act as biomolecule or drug carriers.[24,60] The drug loading is 342 

sometimes facilitated through intercalation and other times by simply physically binding the 343 

molecules onto the negatively charged clay surface.[23,60]  344 

Regarding in vivo studies conducted up to now, the ones including Laponite® RD have in 345 

our opinion led to the most positive outcomes in the field. For instance, Wang et.al created LAP 346 

bioceramic by sintering Laponite® RD powder (Table 1).[61] In order to investigate the safety of 347 

these ceramic constructs, acute systemic toxicity tests, intramuscular stimulation tests and 348 

histological analysis were carried out in rats.[61] These studies demonstrated the biosafety of 349 

LAP bioceramic, since no deaths, inflammation symptoms or damage were found. Concerning 350 

the bioactivity of LAP bioceramic, the constructs were tested in an in vivo non-weight bearing 351 

pig model. Specifically, constructs were compared with a non-treatment group, and results 352 

demonstrated that the defects of the experimental group completely healed in the contrary to 353 

the defects in the control group.[61] Data suggest that this approach could be an interesting tool 354 

in bone tissue engineering, although another in vivo model should be used to fully confirm the 355 

effectiveness of this approach.[61] In another study, Dawson and colleagues fabricated gel-like 356 
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capsules by mixing dispersed Laponite® RD into an electrolyte solution.[50] Using a physiological 357 

ionic strength solution resulted in Laponite® RD-based capsules. To show the bioactivity of the 358 

capsules to localize the growth factors, the capsules containing VEGF and BMP-2 were tested 359 

within a murine bone-defect model (femur segmental defect). Neo-angiogenesis was measured, 360 

and after four weeks, micro-CT images manifested higher vessel volume and number in clay 361 

constructs compared to controls. Since neo-vascularization is an essential step for bone 362 

formation, this clay-gel could be used for bone regeneration therapies, but first its effectiveness 363 

must be demonstrated in other in vivo models, because it was not able to show significant bone 364 

formation in that one.[50] In the same context, Gibbs and co-workers localized BMP-2 through 365 

nanoclay binding.[49] They used the abovementioned process to form the gel,[50] but instead of 366 

conducting a neo-angiogenesis study, they carried out a study to perfuse a trabecular human 367 

bone graft for in vivo osteoconduction and an ectopic bone formation study with physiological 368 

doses of BMP-2 delivered by the nanoparticle-gel (Table 1). The first study revealed that 369 

osteoconduction is just due to BMP-2, while the clay-gel was not able to show similar effects. 370 

On the other hand, the second study in this regard demonstrated the inherent capacity of gels to 371 

deliver BMP-2 in a controlled manner and to reduce its effective dose of it to form new bone.  372 

 373 

3.1.2 NANOCLAYS AS HYDROGEL REINFORCERS  374 

Hydrogels can essentially be described as soft three-dimensional (3D) networks created by 375 

crosslinking various natural or synthetic polymers.[62,63] They exhibit excellent water retention 376 

properties, which is essential to emulate the Extracellular Matrix (ECM) of native tissues; 377 

however, they lack sufficient load-bearing capacity due to their low mechanical 378 

properties.[18,62,63] Adding nanoclays can remedy these mechanical shortcomings while 379 

increasing their bioactivity at the same time. 380 

Owing to their extraordinary characteristics, such as high surface area and anisotropic 381 

charge, these nanoclays can improve a number of hydrogel properties.[32] For instance, through 382 

reversible polymer-clay interactions, hydrogels can become tougher and the inherent high 383 

young modulus of the clays can increase their stiffness.[22] On the other hand, the dissolution 384 

products of nanoclays including Mg2+, Na+, Li+, and Si(OH)4 and their high protein adsorption 385 

capacity can potentially boost osteogenic processes.[21] To date, researchers have carried out 386 

several studies involving nanoclays and hydrogels, outlining their potential abilities for bone 387 

regeneration, furthermore, some studies have shown that nanoclays can regenerate native tissue 388 
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even in a growth-factor-free environment, revealing their promising role in future therapies 389 

against bone disorders.[64,65] 390 

Most of the research done with clay nanoparticles is still in vitro with a limited 391 

understanding of their effectiveness for bone formation in vivo. Fortunately, over the past few 392 

years, this has started to change, and several new and exciting studies have demonstrated the 393 

transformative potential of nanoclays for in vivo bone regeneration. The vast majority of the 394 

studies have focused on Laponite® RD nanoclay. Kerativitayanan et al., for example, created a 395 

3D scaffold composed by poly(glycerol sebacate) (PGS)/Laponite® RD. The authors performed 396 

in vivo tests related to biocompatibility demonstrating that the fabricated hydrogels showed low 397 

inflammation (Table 1).[66] Likewise, Zhai and colleagues, bioprinted a cell-laden polyethylene 398 

glycol diacrylate (PEGDA) and hyaluronic acid (HA) hydrogel reinforced with Laponite® RD 399 

that hold the ability to promote bone regeneration (Figure 2A).[67] The authors showed how the 400 

hydrogels, when embedded with primary rat osteoblasts (ROBs), could boost bone formation 401 

in a rat tibia model and ectopic osteoinduction experiments, in comparison to pristine hydrogels 402 

and blank groups (Figure 2B,C) (Table 1). The researchers concluded that the success of the 403 

constructs was attributed to the Laponite® RD dissolution products (silicon and magnesium 404 

ions), which may have promoted the deposition of a bony ECM differentiation of the 405 

encapsulated cells.[67] 406 

In another recent study carried out by Basu and co-workers, an injectable hydrogel was 407 

created from mixing DNA with Laponite® RD nanodisks loaded with Dexamethasone.[68] The 408 

hydrogel was first created by denaturalizing DNA and cooling it to create random links between 409 

the base pairs, thereby forming a viscous pre-hydrogel solution. Later Laponite® RD was gently 410 

mixed to this solution to facilitate further crosslinking through electrostatic interactions 411 

between negatively charged phosphate groups on the DNA and the positive rim charge of 412 

Laponite® RD. Due to the reversible nature of electrostatic bonds, Basu et al. created a shear-413 

thinning and self-healing hydrogel. These properties altogether make the hydrogel injectable, 414 

which gives way to a less invasive and more effective type of treatment. Although they 415 

demonstrated that those scaffolds with nanoclay and without Dexamethasone, were able to 416 

promote bone formation in a rat cranial model after four weeks of implantation, the drug-loaded 417 

ones demonstrated lower bone regeneration ability than expected. This last result lead the 418 

research team to argue that despite the promising results of nanoclay addition, the controlled 419 

release of growth factors such as BMP-2 or VEGF instead of Dexamethasone may be the best 420 

option for taking further steps in this area.[68] 421 
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The use of growth factors and other possible therapeutic molecules, together with a 422 

scaffolding system, have been shown to be effective in order to regenerate bone. Along these 423 

lines, several recent studies have used nanoclays to retain growth factors or biomolecules for 424 

designing more regenerative hydrogel systems. To this end, Zhang et al. reported that 425 

Hyaluronic acid –Dextran- Laponite® RD (HD-LAP) hydrogels embedded with rat Bone 426 

Marrow Mesenchymal Stem Cells (rBMSC) and BMP-2 were able to promote new tissue 427 

generation after eight weeks post-implantation in contrast to control groups.[69] Similarly, a 428 

Laponite® RD-alginate-methylcellulose bioink was fabricated by Cidonio et al., and its 429 

biocompatibility and osteogenic capacity were subjected to in vitro and in vivo tests.[70] Once 430 

its effectiveness in vitro and ex vivo was demonstrated, in vivo subcutaneous implantation of 431 

BMP-2 loaded and human bone marrow stromal cells (HBMSC) laden ones were conducted. 432 

In the first case, the acellular nanocomposite showed spontaneous mineralization even in the 433 

absence of BMP-2 after four weeks of implantation, although those supplemented with BMP-434 

2 showed an increase in mineral density and distribution. In the second case, the cell-laden 435 

hydrogels displayed a significant difference in bone volume and an average density of 436 

mineralized tissue than the acellular and cellular alginate controls after eight weeks of 437 

implantation. These results revealed that the nanoclay-polymer composites have the potential 438 

to spontaneously promote bone mineral tissue formation.[70] In a similar vein, Kim and co-439 

workers used Laponite® RD to cross-link hyaluronic-bisphosphonate to create a structure 440 

capable of retaining BMP-2 within it while improving the mechanical properties of the hydrogel 441 

system.[71] After implanting hydrogels with and without BMP-2 for six weeks in an ectopic 442 

bone formation study, the authors discovered that BP- Laponite® RD -BMP-2 (HABP + Lap + 443 

BMP-2) was able to facilitate between 5-10 mm3 of new bone volume after 6 weeks even while 444 

using ultra low-concentrations of the growth factor (5 µg/mL) (Figure 3). This indicated that 445 

clay nanoparticles were able to both stabilize hyaluronic-bisphosphonate and sustain the 446 

localization of BMP-2 in a synergistic way together with the polymer resulting in a more 447 

suitable regeneration (Table 1).[71] Alternatively, Thorpe and co-workers designed a Laponite® 448 

RD crosslinked pNIPAMco-DMAc (L-Pnipam-CO-DMAc) hydrogel delivery system loaded 449 

with hydroxyapatite (HA) nanoparticles.[72] HA nanoparticles have been widely used to create 450 

nanocomposite hydrogels, since they are an essential part of native tissue and are able to 451 

improve the performance of scaffolds in bone healing.[19,73] To this end, in vivo L-Pnipam-CO-452 

DMAc hydrogel efficacy studies showed that this system was able to provide initial support, to 453 

facilitate native cell integration, and to stimulate bone differentiation of native and transplanted 454 

osteoprogenitor cells, while in vivo safety studies revealed the limited scaffold degradation or 455 
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toxicity. The researchers concluded that the construct could prevent inflammatory responses.[72] 456 

In summary, the literature to date has demonstrated the usefulness of adding the nanoclays 457 

together with growth factors in hydrogels to improve the scaffolds for bone tissue regeneration 458 

purposes – both mechanically and biologically. 459 

Apart from the good results obtained in the studies with cells, growth factors and drugs, 460 

hydrogels reinforced with nanoclays alone have also been investigated. Zhai et al. recently 461 

introduced a bioink composed of (N-acryloyl glycinamide) (NAGA) and Laponite® RD, which 462 

under the presence of UV light crosslinked into PNAGA%20-Clay.[74] The hydrogel was 463 

essentially formed via hydrogen bonding between the dual amides of NAGA, whereas the 464 

addition of clay increased hydrogels’ strength and stability. These properties were shown in the 465 

characterization of the hydrogel, where researchers demonstrated an increased compressive 466 

strength (1.96 MPa) of the new construct compared to the pristine system (1.17 MPa), swelling 467 

stability (68.5-82.5 %) and self-healing ability possible facilitated by reversible electrostatic 468 

links between clay and polymer matrix. Sequential fluorescent labeling of tetracycline 469 

hydrochloride, alizarin red S and calcein and further histological analysis of scaffolds implanted 470 

in a rat tibia model for eight weeks demonstrated an enhanced osteogenesis and newly formed 471 

bone tissue with the PNAGA%20-Clay hydrogel compared to empty defects. Moreover, the 472 

new bone tissue was thicker and able to penetrate inside the pores of the clay-scaffold, which 473 

led to the conclusion that ions such as Mg2+ and Si4+ released from the PNAGA-Clay scaffold 474 

have the capability of boosting osteogenic differentiation.[74] Similarly, researchers recently 475 

designed a polyethylene-glycol diacrylate (PEGDA) and Laponite® RD hydrogel (PEGDA-476 

Clay) and demonstrated its biocompatibility and efficacy in vivo without cells or growth 477 

factors.[75] In vivo results demonstrated that PEGDA4K-Clay7% create thicker bone tissue in a 478 

rat tibia model after 8 weeks. This study demonstrates the capabilities of clay-reinforced 479 

hydrogels to regenerate bone in a growth-factor-and-cell-free manner as a result of improved 480 

mechanical and bioactive properties of released ions.[75] 481 

Finally, yet importantly, there are some studies with other clays, such as Halloysite and 482 

Montmorillonite.[76-78] Naumenko and colleagues, for instance, reported a chitosan-agarose-483 

gelatine matrix and used HNT as filler.[76] The created biopolymer was subjected to 484 

biocompatibility test in Wistar rats by implanting the scaffolds for 3 and 6 weeks. In this regard, 485 

a minor inflammatory effect was observed, and by the sixth week, the blood supply was restored 486 

completely confirming the good biocompatibility of the implant. Along the same line, Huang 487 

and co-workers created a HNT incorporated gelatin methacrylate hydrogel (HNT/GelMA).[77] 488 
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In this direction, they found that this system displayed the ability to heal bone lesion sites with 489 

abundant mature tissue in contrast to blank groups and pristine hydrogels in a calvarial defect 490 

model for 8 and 12 weeks. Results showed new bone tissue formation in all groups containing 491 

HNT after two months, while in the third month, the continuous bone tissue could be seen 492 

(Figure 4). Both micro-CT and histological analysis demonstrate the potential of 493 

HNTs/GelMA7% hydrogel as a promising strategy for bone regeneration due to the addition of 494 

clay (Table 1).[77] Likewise, Cui et al. designed a photopolymerizable Microporous-495 

methacrylated glycol chitosan-montmorillonite hydrogel (MeGC-MMT) and demonstrated its 496 

capacity to attract native cells and form new bone in vivo (Figure 5).[78] In this study, MeGC-497 

MMT hydrogels gave raise to cell infiltration and better granulation tissue formation at day 10 498 

in comparison to pristine hydrogels or blank groups (Table 1). Specifically, the bone formation 499 

results showed that MeGC-MMT hydrogels were covered by new bone tissue at 69 %, whereas 500 

pristine hydrogels only reached 38 %. These results paint a promising picture of the potential 501 

of nanoclay-reinforced hydrogels to regenerate bone in a cell- and growth-factor-free approach 502 

by only applying the material itself.[78] 503 

 504 

3.1.3 NANOCLAYS AS HARD POLYMERIC SCAFFOLD REINFORCERS 505 

Bone Tissue Engineering has over the years worked with a great variety of scaffolding 506 

constructs for mending bone defects, including what we might call dry and hard polymeric 507 

scaffolds. Indeed, the human skeleton is composed of two types of bone tissue, cortical/compact 508 

bone, and trabecular/cancellous bone, the first being the most dense.[15,79] Although the two 509 

phases of bone have identical composition and constituents, the difference in the distribution of 510 

those gives them different mechanical properties: cortical bone is known for having higher 511 

compressive strength in comparison to cancellous bones as it is less porous than the other 512 

one.[79] Hard polymeric scaffolds display huge stiffness in comparison to hydrogels; therefore, 513 

they might be effective for mimicking the hard phase of bone tissue.[80] To achieve bone-like 514 

biological and mechanical properties, the nanoclays have been added to hard polymeric 515 

scaffolds to obtain mechanical properties in the range of typical cortical bone. Indeed, several 516 

recent in vitro studies have shown how such nanocomposite scaffolds can promote bone 517 

regeneration while displaying low toxicity.[81,82] Furthermore, an in vivo study has already 518 

demonstrated the biosafety of such nanoreinforced construct.[83] 519 
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As in the case of hydrogels, there are numerous studies involving Laponite® RD reinforced 520 

hard polymeric scaffolds, most of them dealing with cell-laden scaffolds. Following this line, 521 

Wang and colleagues created an electrospun nanoclay-based organic/inorganic nanofiber 522 

composite,[84] and studied ectopic bone formation in a rat subcutaneous bone formation model 523 

using scaffolds embedded with MC3T3-e1 pre-osteoblasts. After both weeks 1 and 4, 524 

calcifications were found in scaffolds with 10% of the nanoclay while none of it could be seen 525 

in those without clay. Additionally, osteocalcin expression, as well as the average integrated 526 

optical density (IOD), were higher in clay-scaffolds, suggesting that the superior efficiency of 527 

these constructs could be based on the osteogenic environment created by nanoclay through its 528 

dissolution products.[84] Similarly, Tao and co-workers produced a carboxymethyl chitosan 529 

(CMC), gelatin and Laponite® RD scaffold using a simple freeze-drying technique.[85] Prior to 530 

the in vivo experiments in 12 week-old male Sprague-Dawley rats, rBMSCs were included into 531 

the scaffolds, after which they were implanted for 4 and 8 weeks in a rat calvarial defect. Results 532 

showed that scaffolds reinforced with 10 % of Laponite® RD displayed the most proficient bone 533 

formation, giving rise to 28,05 % new bone area according to a Van Gieson’s picrofuchsin 534 

staining. Notably, the bone not only generated in the margin of the lesion, but even in the central 535 

area, as evident micro-CT studies.[85] In another more recent study, the authors demonstrated 536 

how poly-(ε) caprolactone (PCL)–Laponite® RD–strontium ranelate (SRA) scaffolds (PLS3) 537 

could be used for craniofacial bone regeneration.[86] To this end, in vivo implantation of PLS-3 538 

scaffolds with human telomerase immortalized bone marrow-derived skeletal stem cells 539 

(hMSC-TERT) for ectopic bone formation study exposed how the constructs boosted 540 

vascularization and formation of organized collagen bundles at the same time, together with the 541 

differentiation of the cells into the bone lineage in contrast to scaffolds without hMSC-TERT. 542 

In accordance with other studies, this one also concluded that dissolution products from clays 543 

might be responsible for vascularization and differentiation, ultimately allowing better bone 544 

regeneration.[86] 545 

In addition, several studies have included high-aspect-ratio nanoclays for retaining and 546 

releasing growth factors such as BMP-9 or BMP-2 within hard polymeric scaffolds. In a simple 547 

and cost-effective approach, Zou et al. created a scaffold (GL-Scaffold) and a powder (GL-548 

powder) both composed of Gelatin-derived graphene and Laponite® RD.[87] The in vitro studies 549 

confirmed the differentiation and mineralization capacity of the GL-scaffolds without 550 

osteogenic inducers (Figure 6A), but results showed that GL-powder alone was not sufficient 551 

to differentiate cells, underlining the importance of a 3D structure for bone regeneration. Then, 552 
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the research team performed in vivo ectopic bone formation study with the GL-powder 553 

embedding it with immortalized mouse embryonic fibroblasts (iMEFs) (Figure 6B,C) and 554 

immortalized mouse adipose-derived cells (iMADs) in the presence or absence of BMP-9. In 555 

vivo results revealed that the incorporation of the powder with BMP-9 and mesenchymal stem 556 

cells (MSCs) paved the way to a stronger bone formation (Figure 6D,E), due to a possible 557 

synergistic effect between growth factor and GL-powder (Table 1).[87] By the same token, Yao 558 

and colleagues fabricated a Laponite® RD-reinforced 3D gelatin nanofibrous scaffolds via a 559 

thermally induced phase separation methodology together with particle leaching.[88] BMP-2 560 

was subsequently added to the construct in order to improve bone regeneration ability. In vivo 561 

bone regeneration studies demonstrated that those scaffolds with the clay and BMP-2 resulted 562 

in 25,6 % new bone area, while the scaffolds without the clay showed only 6,3 %. Despite this, 563 

the constructs themselves did not demonstrate sufficient power to create bone tissue alone 564 

without the help of BMP-2.[88]  565 

In another study carried out by Baker et al. they used a supercritical carbon dioxide 566 

(scCO2)-process on a poly-D-lactide (PDLA) and Montmorillonite (Cloisite 93A or Cloisite 567 

30B) dispersion to create biodegradable nanoclay-poly-D-lactide polymer scaffolds (PDLA-568 

93A and PDLA-30B).[89] Although two types of scaffold were created, researchers discarded 569 

the PDLA-30B for its inflammatory response. PDLA-93A scaffold displayed an improved 570 

compressive strength (7,15 ± 2,02 MPa) in comparison to pristine hydrogels (3,41 ± 0,54 571 

MPa)[90]. Notably, the authors tried to investigate the in vivo inflammatory response of the 572 

debris created by the constructs within a murine air pouch model, as well as their bone 573 

formation ability in ectopic osteogenesis in vivo assay with scaffolds supplemented with BMP-574 

2. The mild inflammatory response of the PDLA-93A was similar to other polymer-575 

nanoparticles such as hydroxyapatite – a conventional element used on bone tissue 576 

engineering[91] - while the in vivo bone studies showed higher bone formation rate in scaffolds 577 

containing BMP-2 in contrast to scaffolds without it (Table 1). Notably, the authors observed a 578 

higher bone volume in PDLA-93A-BMP-2 compared to PDLA-BMP-2 scaffolds after six 579 

weeks.[89] Likewise, Kapusetti and colleagues performed a study to show the ability of 580 

polymeric bone cement (BC) reinforced with montmorillonite to regenerate bone in a rabbit 581 

tibia model [92]. The constructs were made of Poly(methyl methacrylate) – something widely 582 

used in orthopedic surgery – and organically modified clays: 30B (ion-exchanged with methyl 583 

tallow bishydroxyethyl quaternary ammonium, CEC ¼ 100 mequiv. Per 100 g) and NK75 584 

(ionexchanged with dimethyl dihydrogenated tallow ammonium, CEC ¼ 70 mequiv. per 100 585 
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g). After validating the biocompatibility and bioactivity of BC, BC with 30B MMT (BC-B) and 586 

BC with NK75 MMT (BC-N) scaffolds, the authors carried out and in vivo study lasting 60 587 

days. Radiographic and histopathological studies revealed that the BC-N construct was able to 588 

completely heal the lesion in 30 days, whereas it took 60 days for the pristine BC, and for BC-589 

B did not heal at all. The huge differences between the two clays were explained by taking into 590 

account the percentage of Fe and Mg as NK75 has more Fe, which in turn can increase 591 

bioactivity, while a large Mg amount of 30B decreased the bioactivity.[92] All things considered, 592 

BC–N nanohybrid demonstrated its potential for promising usage in bone tissue engineering in 593 

the future. 594 

 595 

3.2.4 NANOCLAYS ROLE IN BONE REGENERATION 596 

The aforementioned works give us hope that nanoclays could have a place in the area of bone 597 

tissue engineering. Although the results of these studies are generally positive, the outcomes 598 

here vary greatly (Table 1); as well as, a lot of diversity in the conclusions. Regarding possible 599 

complications in a post-implantation scenario, some studies have reported inflammatory 600 

reactions[89], but even still, the majority still demonstrate that nanoclay reinforced hydrogels or 601 

scaffolds are biocompatible[61,72,83]. Almost all studies highlight that the inclusion of nanoclays 602 

improves mechanical and even biological in vitro properties of created systems, but there is a 603 

gap when it comes down to really assessing what role nanomaterials play. On the one hand, 604 

there are studies that conclude that nanoclays are capable of regenerating bone thanks to the 605 

inducing medium they create via mineral dissolution products[61,67,74,78,86], while other studies 606 

have focused more on the ability of nanomaterials to sustain the release of drugs or growth 607 

factors.[49,69,71,88]  608 

Despite the differences, it can be assumed that nanomaterials could be very useful for 609 

regenerating musculoskeletal tissues. Maybe the biggest challenge in this area will be to seek a 610 

consensus on which in vivo test to use in order to draw a unified conclusion about the potential 611 

performance of nanoclays in this research área. 612 

 613 

3.2 Other Musculoskeletal: cartilage and tendon/ligament  614 

Musculoskeletal injuries, such as sport related tendon / ligament (T/L) ruptures, and joint 615 

degeneration, that typically leads to osteoarthritis (OA), are a common and a serious problem 616 
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in our modern society. Although the available treatment options, e.g., a metallic prosthesis for 617 

full joint replacement or bridging with the use of suture for T/L repair, can enhance quality, 618 

their lifespan is still limited. Revisions are usually problematic, costly, and again only provide 619 

temporary relief. Therefore, multidisciplinary research efforts have been directed toward 620 

developing tissue-engineered constructs that could display sufficient mechanical properties, 621 

bioactivity, and resorbability.[6,93-106] Amongst the different materials explored in this direction, 622 

nanoclay reinforced materials have recently opened new perspectives for T/L and cartilage 623 

repair [24,32,89,94,99,106-115] mainly due to their improved mechanical performance and capacity to 624 

stimulate new tissue formation. For example, in vivo studies using a rat-based artificial 625 

cartilage-ligament reconstruction model observed that unidirectional-braided silk-based hybrid 626 

fibers with bioactive nanoclay Laponite® RD displayed better cartilage remodeling compared 627 

with pristine counterparts (Figure 7A).[113] In the same study, after a 4-week post-implantation 628 

period, a full healing process in the interface area and presence of collagen type I-III was 629 

likewise observed. Notably, after week 12, the nanoreinforced fibers gave rise to more mature 630 

fibrocartilage tissue amongst all tested conditions (Figure 7B).[113] 631 

In addition, Boyer et al. have seen promising outcomes for cartilage tissue engineering in an in 632 

vivo test by using an injectable nanoreinforced hydrogel with 1 % of Laponite® RD nanoclay. 633 

Their carrier system showed pronounced production of cartilage-related ECM components, 634 

such as GAGs and Type II collagens.[116] The main reason for the positive results was attributed 635 

to the ionic interactions between nanoplatelets and a cellulose polysaccharide-based network 636 

resulting in enhanced mechanical properties without compromising oxygen and nutrient 637 

diffusion.[116] The ionic interactions were generated between the positively (at the rim) charged 638 

sections of the clay and negatively charged sections of cellulose, as well as the hydrogen bonds 639 

between adjacent cellulose fibers.[117] However, their results also showed that 1 % Laponite® 640 

RD incorporation in the hydrogel presented lower chondrogenic potential possibly caused by 641 

compromised cell viability resulting from the delivery process (high shear forces during needle 642 

injection) and eventually some material toxicity.[116] To overcome these challenges, decreasing 643 

gelation time and incorporating nanomaterials in the gel network instead of in suspension 644 

(nanoclays in suspension has toxicity from 10 ug/L), are possible directions. [116] In a different 645 

study, Li et al. developed a nanoreinforced hydrogel for controlled protein release in T/L injury 646 

treatment.[118] The hydrogel system consisted of nanoreinforced alginate-based hydrogels with 647 

6 % of Laponite® RD; furthermore, to assess pH-responsive cargo release, insulin growth factor 648 

protein (IGF1) was used as a biomolecule model.[118] In vivo studies performed in an Achilles 649 
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tendon injury model in rodents showed localized and sustained release of the protein, as well 650 

as suitable biodegradation and tissue integration.[118] These results align well with previous in 651 

vivo works, where minimal inflammatory cell infiltration into the gel, and no excessive 652 

inflammation or tissue reactions were observed.[113,116,118,119] Also, in the area of cartilage 653 

regeneration but using a different technique, Hu and co-workers designed a Gelma/Laponite® 654 

RD hydrogel for exosome delivery.[120] Exosomes are able to intercede in cell-to-cell 655 

communication delivering genetic information through miRNA molecules. Results showed that 656 

nanoclay was responsible for improving the biological and mechanical activity of the hydrogel, 657 

and the system demonstrated an optimal human umbilical cord mesenchymal stem cells derived 658 

small extracellular vesicles (hUC-MSCs-sEVs) release. Particularly, sEVs were released in a 659 

constant manner during the degradation of scaffolds, which in turn promoted cartilage 660 

regeneration in a knee joint lesion in rats.[120] 661 

Of all musculoskeletal tissues (among muscle, bone, cartilage, tendon/ligament/joint) clay 662 

nanoplatelets have been lacked explored in vivo in the field of skeletal muscle tissue 663 

regeneration specifically. Nevertheless, studies have been carried out on other muscular tissue; 664 

for example, on cardiac muscle tissues exploring injectable biomaterial-supported cell therapies 665 

for the treatment of post-acute myocardium infarction by using a hydrogel nanoreinforced with 666 

Laponite® RD loaded with secretome.[121] Also, indirectly this nanoclay was used in another 667 

study targeting muscular tissue as an agent for initiating polymerisation of silk-based hydrogels 668 

to encapsulate and align human myoblasts in a 3D structure.[122] In other words, these studies 669 

on other muscular tissue could be considered as the translational process to explore and support 670 

also studies on skeletal muscular tissue. 671 

 672 

3. 3 Nanoclay in vivo safety and toxicology 673 

 674 

Generally speaking, materials employed inside humans must be biocompatible and 675 

integrate with the host over longer time periods without any unwanted outcomes. Testing the 676 

toxicity and safety of each material is thus essential  in order to advance and create new systems  677 

for improving existing therapies in the field. Hence, the toxicity of nanoclays has been studied 678 

extensively over the years. Most research in this direction has focused on MMT, although there 679 

are also studies on HNT and Laponite® RD.[123-125]   680 
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In general, the aforementioned in vitro toxicity studies show that nanoclays induce 681 

cytotoxicity through different mechanisms, but still a general consensus on their potential toxic 682 

effects in vivo is lacking.[125] Indeed, the toxicity dependents on several factors, such as clay 683 

concentration or exposure time as well as the type of  animal model and the specific composition 684 

of the clay in question .[125]  685 

Regarding the work cited in this review, it should be emphasized that the in vivo 686 

biocompatibility studies generally have yielded good results. Wang et al, for example, have 687 

tested the in vivo biosafety of  a Laponite® RD  bioceramic through the use of acute systemic 688 

toxicity tests and intramuscular stimulation tests, both with positive results.[61] Further examples 689 

include the work of Kerativitayanan and colleagues, wherein the in vivo biocompatibility of 690 

PGS-nanoclay scaffolds was tested via an intramuscular implantation strategy. These results 691 

showed that despite a localized inflammatory reaction during the first days the implant never 692 

gave rise to a compromising acute inflammatory phase.[66] In another study by Zhai and co-693 

workers no obvious inflammation or adverse reaction around the implanted nanocomposites in 694 

a tibia defect model was observed, so they concluded that the manufactured hydrogels were 695 

biocompatible.[75] Other studies have focused on  subcutaneous models. For instance Naumenko 696 

et al. demonstrated the biosafety of HNT-composed systems in a subcutaneous rat study by 697 

histological studies;[76] after 3 and 6 weeks post implantation the histological sections were 698 

prepared from biopsies of all major organs, and no abnormalities or toxic effects were observed.  699 

Along the same lines, Thorpe and colleagues used a subcutaneous rat model to determine the 700 

safety  of a Laponite® crosslinked pNIPAM-co-DMA implant, as well as a rat femur model. 701 

This  study also showed no inflammatory or systemic/organ toxicity response. [72]  702 

Despite these encouraging results, there are unfortunately still some studies that show a 703 

certain degree of toxicity. Baker et al, for example, excluded scaffolds containing Cloisite 30B 704 

(modified montmorillonite) because of  their  inflammatory response,[89] and Boyer and co-705 

workers observed that Laponite® RD prepared as a suspension can show some toxicity at 706 

concentrations around and above 10µg/L.[116]  707 

Therefore, as up to now, there is still no clear conclusion about the in vivo toxicity of 708 

these nanomaterials. Notably, not all studies have gone sufficiently in-depth with this matter. 709 

Especially, a nanoclay toxicity/inflammatory dose-response  across different animal models 710 

and over longer time periods is lacking.  For this reason, there is further room for improvement 711 
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in this direction in the literature to be able to claim with certainty that  nanoclays are not toxic 712 

for the human body at clinically relevant concentrations and during  prolonged exposure times. 713 

Conclusion and future outlook 714 

Nanoclay-reinforced materials outperform many conventional biomaterials out there both in 715 

functionality and tissue regeneration capacity. Along these lines, our review shows that, similar 716 

to in vitro studies carried out during the last decade, in vivo studies have also given promising 717 

results. The unanswered question now is whether preclinical studies in large animal models and 718 

eventually clinical studies in humans will lead to similar favorable results. Even though history 719 

has taught us an important lesson in this regard - with a number of potentially revolutionizing 720 

therapies failing in the clinical trial phase - the vast number of studies conducted by different 721 

groups and within differing models narrows the space between laboratory and clinic in the 722 

authors’ opinion. Importantly, some in vivo studies reviewed herein have shown encouraging 723 

results in terms of low toxicity as well as a minimal foreign body and inflammatory responses, 724 

but deeper and more robust studies are lacking on this regard. Moreover, the combinatorial 725 

properties that the reviewed healthcare materials have bestowed upon already FDA approved 726 

biomaterials has been facilitated through simple “design mixing” procedures that are readily 727 

implementable and scalable. The technology reviewed herein can thus easily become mass-728 

produced and benefit the rapidly growing pool of elderlies with chronic musculoskeletal 729 

disorders.  It also seems like that the nanoclays reviewed herein boost the mechanical and 730 

biological properties in a similar vein, albeit with more studies focusing on Laponite® RD, 731 

something that could be intimately linked with the fact that this variant has been around for the 732 

longest time.  733 

Since, nanoclays can make otherwise non-printable polymeric solutions into printable ones via 734 

their unique shear-thinning properties in solutions – nanoclay reinforcement can open another 735 

lucrative avenue in the field by enabling 3D printing of more customized and personalized 736 

scaffolds. It is well accepted that 3D printing enables the fabrication of composite materials and 737 

geometrically complex scaffolding structures by the precise combination of different material 738 

composition that more closely mimic the structure and function of native musculoskeletal 739 

tissues. One of the next steps of this area will be to look further into 3D processing technologies 740 

that would allow the manufacturing of scaffolds containing a combination of nanoclays within 741 

hydrogel or hard polymer. A promising and differentiated picture is also slowly forming that 742 

puts more emphasis on cell-free and growth-factor biomaterial scaffolds; these, as the 743 
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nanoreinforced biomaterials can facilitate spontaneous osteogenic differentiation in growth and 744 

differentiation factor free environments and even stimulate native cells into kick-starting tissue 745 

regeneration. We therefore speculate that by exchanging BMPs with chemotactic factors such 746 

as Stromal-Cell-Derived-Factor-1 (SDF-1) and Platelet-Derived-Growth-Factor (PDGF) better 747 

musculoskeletal tissue formation is possible by simply attracting even more native cells into 748 

the biomaterials for nanoclay facilitated osteogenic and chondrogenic stimuli.  749 
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 FIGURES 970 

 971 

Figure 1. Nanoclays and their characteristics. A) Structure and composition of  Laponite® RD 972 

Nanoclay. B) Structure of Montmorillonite nanoclay. C) Structure of Halloysite nanotube. D) 973 

Exfoliation procedure of Laponite® RD Nanoclay. E) Laponite® RD Nanoclay and its ability to 974 

interact with proteins and therapeutic molecules, enabling its delivery effectively. F) The use 975 

of nanoclays for the creation of shear-thinning hydrogels for future biomedical applications.  976 

  977 
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 978 

Figure 2. 3D Bioprinting and bone regeneration of PEGDA/Laponite® RD hydrogels. A) The 979 

composition, bioprinting process, and the description of the in vivo mechanism. B) Histological 980 

staining (Giemsa and H&E) of the defects at (40x) and (100x) magnifications, pointed with a 981 

yellow rectangle. Red and green arrows demonstrate new native bone and the fibrous tissues 982 

surrounding the hydrogels, respectively. C) 3D models of new bone formation after micro-CT 983 

analysis. D) Fluorochromes-stained bone percentage and new bone volume/total volume 984 

(BV/TV) ratio (*p<0.05; **p<0.01). Modified with permission.[67]  Copyright, 2020, Wiley-985 

VCH. 986 
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 988 

Figure 3. Hyaluronic-bisphosphonate- Laponite® RD structures to retain BMP-2. A) Micro-CT 989 

reconstructions of the ectopic bone formation following 6 weeks post-surgery. B) Bone volume 990 

and C) bone mineral density after 6 weeks post-implantation (error bars=standard deviation, 991 

n=6; **p<0.01, ***p<0.001 and ***p<0.0001). D) Histological analysis of recovered 992 

hydrogels. SIirus red staining of bone can be seen by red, while Auramine O staining can be 993 

seen by yellow. Scale bar = 50 µm. Modified with permission.[71]  Copyright, 2020 Springer 994 

Nature Limited.  995 
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 997 

Figure 4. HNT/GelMA hydrogels. A) Composition and formation of hydrogels for in vivo bone 998 

regeneration. B) Micro-CT images of defects after 2 or 3 months with different HNT/GelMA 999 

hydrogels. Modified with permission.[77]  Copyright 2020, The American Chemical Society. 1000 
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 1002 

Figure 5. Methacrylated glycol chitosan-montmorillonite hydrogels. A) Diagram showing the 1003 

fabrication process of the hydrogels. B) Graphic showing the young’s modulus and C) saturated 1004 

hydration degree of MeGC-MMT hydrogels. D) Micro-CT images of calvarial defects 6 weeks 1005 

after surgery. Scale bar= 1mm. Quantification of bone formation in terms of relative surface 1006 

area volume density (BV/TV %), and the trabecular number. *p<0.05, ***p<0.001, and NS, no 1007 

significance (ANOVA followed by Tukey’s post hoc test). Error bars indicate standard 1008 

deviation (n=6). E) Histological analysis of bone regeneration in calvarial defects, 6 weeks after 1009 

surgery. H&E staining (scale bar = 500 μm), and magnified images of H&E and Masson 1010 

trichrome staining (red boxes pointed the magnified areas, scale bar = 100 μm; arrowheads 1011 

indicate the new bone formation). Modified with permission.[78] Copyright 2020, Springer 1012 

Nature Limited.  1013 
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 1014 

Figure 6. Gelatin-derived graphene-silicate hybrid scaffolds. A) Brief summary of the 1015 

experimental work. SEM image of the scaffold, in vitro and in vivo results. B) Ectopic bone 1016 

formation by micro-CT analysis. C) Average of the created bone volumes with different groups. 1017 

D) H&E staining of retrieved bone and E) quantitative measurement of the trabecular bone area 1018 

(**p<0.05). Modified with permission.[87] Copyright 2017, The Royal Society of Chemistry.   1019 
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 1020 

Figure 7. Silk-based hybrid fibers with Laponite® RD for cartilage ligament reconstruction. A) 1021 

Structure and use of the created artificial ligament. B) Micro-CT images and analysis of the 1022 

cross-sectional bone tunnel area and BV/TV values 12 weeks post implantation. Scale bar: 1023 

2mm.∗∗p<0.01. Modified with permission.[113] Copyright 2020, Elsevier. 1024 
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Target tissue Nanoclays/ Materials involved Animal model Administration area & 
studied period Studies carried out Findings indicated Ref. 

Bone 
tissue 

L
ap

on
ite

®
 R

D
 

Laponite® RD bioceramic Female Sprague - Dawley rats 
and mature male pigs 

1. Intraperitoneal  
and intramuscular (2 weeks) 
2. Leg diaphysis (24 weeks) 

1. Biosafety 
2. Bone formation 

1. No obvious toxicity 
2. A totally healed bone lesion 

[61] 

 1. Laponite® RD functionalized TBG  
2. Laponite® RD + alginate gels Nude mice 

1. Subcutaneous (28 days) 
2. Intramuscular 
(up to 8 weeks) 

1. Osteoconduction 
2. Ectopic bone 
formation 

1. Osteoconduction due to BMP-2, not clay-related 
2. Gels able to localize BMP-2 to boost bone formation 

[49] 

 PEG4K-Laponite® RD scaffolds (w/wo 
ROB) 

12-week old male Sprague- 
Dawley rats 

1. Tibia bone defect 
2. Intramuscular 
(up to 8 weeks) 

1. Tibia repair 
2. Ectopic bone 
formation 

1. Scaffolds + ROB stimulate new bone formation 
2. Better osteogenic properties for scaffolds + ROB 

[67] 

 Hyaluronic-bis-phosphonate hydrogel/ 
Laponite® RD/ BMP-2 MF-1 wild type mice Subcutaneous  

(6 weeks) 
Ectopic bone 
formation 

HABP + Lap + BMP-2 scaffolds presented synergetic 
effects, resulting in mayor bone induction in contrast to 
all controls 

[71] 

 Gelatin-derived graphene/ Laponite® RD 
(GL-powder)  
BMP-9 

Athymic nude mice Subcutaneous 
(4 weeks) 

Ectopic bone 
formation 

GL-powder able to enhance BMP9-induced ectopic 
bone formation from MSCs in comparison with BMP-9 
alone 

[87] 

 3D-Scaffold: poly(glycerol sebacate) 
(PGS)/Laponite® RD Mice 

Intramuscular - femur bone and 
quadriceps  
(A. 3 and 6 days; B.21 days)  

1.Biocompatibility 
2.Biodegradability 

1. From day-3 inflammatory infiltration at interfaces 
and at day-6 within scaffold 
2.After day-21 degradation without inflammation 

[66] 
 

 

M
M

T
 

PDLA- 2.5% MMT           (w/wo rhBMP-2) Female Balb/C Mice 
1. Dorsum-air-punch 
(48 hours); 
2. Intramuscular (6 weeks) 

1. Inflammatory 
response 
2. Ectopic bone 
formation 

Inconclusive results 
1.  Comparable to control 
2. Higher bone formation with rhBMP-2 

[89] 

 
MeGC-MMT hydrogel Nude mice (8-12 weeks) Calvarial defect model  

(6 weeks) 

1. Native cell 
recruitment 
2. Bone formation 

Satisfactory results only by applying the material itself 
[78] 

 

H
N

T
 

HNT/GelMA hydrogel Sprague−Dawley rats Calvarial defect model 
(8 and 12 weeks) Bone Formation Bone regeneration improved with the presence of HNTs 

[77] 

Others:        
Tendon  

L
ap

on
ite

®
 R

D
 

Hydrogel: alginate + oxidized-alginate/ 6%-
Laponite® RD/ IGF1 Rat Achilles tendón 

(1 and 2 weeks) 
1. Biodegradation  
2. Biocompatibility 

1.Week-1 multi-small fragments, week-2 these 
increased and containing fibroblasts strands 
2. No excessive inflammation or adverse reactions 

[118] 

Anterior 
cruciate 
ligament 

Unidirectional-Braded-Scaffold: Silk fibroin/         
2% Laponite® RD Sprague-Dawley rat Femoral and tibial bone tunnel 

ligament (4 and 12 weeks) 
Graft osteointegration 
process 

New bone tissue and osteointegration; 
Higher fibrocollagen production; 
Collagen I & III expressions 

[113] 

 
 
Cartilage tissue 

Hydrogel: silanized hydroxypropyl-methyl 
cellulose (Si-HPMC)/            1%-Laponite® 
RD 

Nude mice Subcutaneous  
(6 weeks) Chondrogenesis 

Cartilage-related formation: GAGs and collagens; 
Chondrogenic cells self-organize in the cluster and 
produce ECM components 

[116] 

 

H
N

T
 

Alginate, Halloysite nanotube, 
methylcellulose/ russian olive Bergamasca–Massese sheep Knee joints (6 months) Graft transplant 

observation 
Hyaline cartilage-like formation; 
Collagen II expression 

[115] 

Table 1. Overview of in vivo studies investigating high-aspect ratio nanoclays performance for musculoskeletal tissue engineering applications.  


